Does temporary agency employment offer a way out of poverty?

Is temporary agency employment a good strategy for helping the poor and disadvantaged escape from their poverty? Resolving this question is no small matter. Although the temporary help sector accounts for less than 3 percent of average U.S. daily employment, it employs a disproportionate share of minority and low-skilled workers. And state administrative data show that between 15 and 40 percent of former welfare recipients who obtained employment after the 1996 welfare reforms took jobs in the temporary help sector.¹

Several recent studies present evidence that low-skilled workers who take temporary agency jobs are more likely than other low-skilled workers (particularly the unemployed) to later transition into stable employment.² These findings advance the intriguing possibility that it might be beneficial to encourage low-skilled workers to take temporary agency jobs as a ‘stepping stone’ into the labor market. However, it is not entirely clear that the positive correlation between obtaining temporary help agency employment and finding stable employment should be used to guide policy. In practice, it is difficult to disentangle the respective roles of worker characteristics and job characteristics in engendering success in the labor market.³ Thus, to establish the true effect of temporary help agency employment on labor market advancement, something akin to a randomized-controlled experiment would be ideal.

In the research summarized here, David Autor and Susan Houseman took advantage of a unique, multiyear policy “experiment”—the quotation marks are used to emphasize that the experiment was created by circumstance rather than by deliberate intention—to provide direct evidence on the longer-term labor market effects of tempo-
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The “Work First” program in Michigan

To meet the requirements of federal welfare legislation, most states, including Michigan, implemented a “work first” strategy after 1996. Applicants to Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) who did not already meet mandatory work requirements were obliged to participate in welfare-to-work programs, called Work First in Michigan, to help them find employment. Michigan required most TANF recipients to work 40 hours a week to remain eligible for assistance.

In Michigan, the state Department of Human Services determined welfare eligibility and TANF benefits, but local agencies administered welfare-to-work programs. Autor and Houseman studied the Work First program operating in Detroit, which was divided into geographic districts; within each geographic district, one to three nonprofit private or public agencies contracted to provide employment services. When multiple contractors provided Work First services within a district, they took turns enrolling applicants. In these districts the distribution of participants among contractors was thus equivalent to random assignment. At the time this study was undertaken, Work First participants were required to treat the program as if it were a job and to spend 40 hours a week in program activities or job search until they were successful. If they failed to meet their obligations, they were terminated from Work First and faced sanctions including, ultimately, an end to TANF benefits.

The Work First program structure and set of services were largely standardized among contractors. Contractors typically spent one week providing new participants with basic job search skills and strategies—skills assessment and employability planning, interviewing and presentation, and life-skills training. Except for “tech-prep” courses, which quickly reviewed skills that might be tested, they provided little in the way of remedial, vocational, or computer skills training. After the first week, participants were expected to look for jobs full time. Virtually all contractors provided individual job search assistance and referrals to specific employers. They accompanied participants to job fairs, brought employers on site to recruit participants, and sponsored activities such as job clubs. Participants were required to take any job offered them that paid the federal minimum wage and satisfied work hours requirements.

Once participants found suitable jobs, contractors had to follow up with them and their employers until the participant earned enough to terminate the TANF case or was terminated from the program (usually for noncompliance). The Work First provider’s contract with the city was for one year, and the contractor’s performance was evaluated by the fraction of participants who got jobs and the percentage who held those jobs for 90 days.

To examine the effects of temporary agency employment on the low-skilled workers in the Work First program Autor and Houseman drew on two types of evidence. The first is a telephone survey of Work First contractors operating in Detroit, conducted from fall 2004 to spring 2005. The second comprises state administrative and earnings data on all participants who entered the program from 1999 to 2003. The Work First data included demographic information on Work First participants and detailed information on the jobs they found. The state Unemployment Insurance records enabled the researchers to track the earnings and labor market histories of participants both during the program and earlier. In all, they examined some 36,000 Work First spells of activity. Their data covered 9 geographic districts in which 25 contractors operated programs.

The Work First participants in the sample were predominantly female (94 percent) and black (97 percent). Their average age was 30, and over a third had not completed high school. Slightly under half of the women found jobs while in Work First. Among participants who found jobs, about 20 percent held jobs through temporary help agencies while the remaining 80 percent obtained direct-hire jobs. Relative to those who obtained temporary help or direct hire-jobs, those who did not obtain any job were more likely to have dropped out of high school, had
worked fewer quarters before entering the program, and had lower prior earnings.

**Contractors and temporary employment agencies: Findings from the survey**

In the telephone survey, Autor and Houseman interviewed the heads of 21 contractor organizations that had operated programs when participants in the study were enrolled in Work First. They found almost no differences among contractors’ resources or program services that might affect what happened to participants. They sought to determine if contractors played a significant role in whether participants found jobs and, by implication, in where they found them. Contractors themselves estimated that they were directly involved in around 75 percent or more of job placements, through referrals, on-site visits, and the like. Most strikingly, contractors varied substantially in the amount of exposure to temporary agency work that they provided to participants and in the proportion they placed in such jobs (Figure 1). Among the 17 contractors who provided an estimate, the median placement rate of clients in temporary agency jobs was 15 percent; three contractors reported that 5 percent or fewer of job placements were with temporary agencies, and three others reported that agency placement accounted for a quarter, a third, and three-quarters of all such placements. Placement with a temporary agency was closely correlated with the frequency of agency visits and referrals—a finding that tends to confirm the significant influence of the contractors on whether or not clients obtain temporary help jobs (even allowing for some inflation in their reporting).

The variability in contacts and placement reflects large differences among contractors’ views of the value of temporary agency placement. Of the 21 contractors, 13 claimed to take a neutral stance on the issue, five discouraged temp jobs, and three reported that they encouraged such jobs. Over three-quarters of contractors thought that direct-hire jobs lasted longer and were more stable, and more than half thought they paid as well or about the same as temporary agency jobs. All who discouraged temporary agency jobs, and most of those who were neutral, believed that temporary agency jobs generally did not lead to permanent positions. Even two of the three who encouraged temporary agency employment said they did so only in cases when the position was explicitly “temp-to-hire” or when direct-hire options were poor. There was little disagreement about the benefits of using temporary help agencies for temp-to-hire placements. But interviewees noted that companies screening for permanent employees through an agency were usually looking for more skilled workers. Such workers would be relatively easy to place in either direct-hire or temporary agency positions.

Work First providers faced real difficulties in placing participants with very low skills, little or no work experience, or poor work ethics—individuals for whom direct-hire positions are often scant. Contractors were also under considerable pressure to increase their job placement rates. Given such constraints, over half the contractors thought that temp agency jobs were easier for those with
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Figure 1. Contractors’ contacts with temporary work agencies.
weak skills or experience to obtain; indeed, 43 percent viewed such jobs as the only realistic alternative to unemployment for some participants. These contractors believed that some clients were simply not ready to hold a permanent job, and that agencies could play a role in giving them work experience and an understanding of employers’ expectations. Temporary employment allowed participants to sample different jobs, make contacts with many different employers and, if they did not like a particular job, request reassignment to avoid the stigma of quitting. Flexibility in work scheduling was also widely cited as an advantage of temp work—almost two-thirds of contractors thought that temporary agency jobs were better at accommodating participants’ needs.

Contractors who worked with temporary help agencies tended to stick to one or more agencies with which they had developed specific relationships and clear understandings about the duration of job assignments and the prospects for permanence. They avoided agencies that offered very short-term employment, for example, assignments with day-labor agencies.

The long-term consequences of temporary agency placements

The most important question for welfare-to-work policy is whether temporary agency placements foster stable, longer-term employment, ideally at wages that can support a family. On this, contractors did not agree. More than half of the contractors believed that temp placements helped participants develop confidence, but there were offsetting effects. A majority thought that temp placements allowed participants to avoid making a serious commitment to employment. For one thing, a contractor commented, a temporary agency job “allows a person to stay compliant with Work First requirements, so they can’t be terminated from the program. But unless the job is temp-to-hire, they will end up back in the program. It could be six months, it could be a year later, but they will end up back in the program, in the same place. They won’t have made any advances.”

The divergent policies and practices of contractors who provided services to the same Work First population and operated in the same labor market resulted in different rates of placement into temporary-agency jobs, direct-hire jobs, or no job. Coupled with the random assignment of participants among contractors, these different practices enabled Autor and Houseman to identify the longer-term labor market effects of temporary agency placements, in particular, their effect on the probability of leaving welfare and escaping poverty.

What the administrative data say

A key challenge, as noted above, for any empirical investigation of this sort is establishing a chain of cause and effect. It is not possible simply to compare subsequent employment and earnings among Work First participants who obtain direct-hire jobs, temporary jobs, or no job while in the program, because these participants have very different characteristics. Those placed in direct-hire and temp jobs had higher earnings during the next two years than those not placed in a job. But they also had significantly higher levels of education and earnings before they entered Work First. And because participants’ observable characteristics—such as education and prior earnings—differed, it is highly likely that their unmeasured characteristics, such as motivation and employment barriers, also differed.

In the Autor and Houseman study, the quasi-experimental nature of the Detroit Work First program was key to identifying the true effects of placement into a temporary help job, a direct-hire job, or no job on subsequent employment, earnings, and welfare outcomes. As noted above, Work First participants were, in effect, randomly assigned to contractors, and so contractors operating in the same district had comparable populations (more precisely, identical populations in a statistical sense). These contractors had different job placement practices, however, but otherwise provided virtually identical services.

Estimating the longer-run effects of temporary sector employment

Using this quasi-experimental design, Autor and Houseman estimated how the Work First participants would fare over time if they were placed in a direct-hire or a temporary agency job, relative to no job at all. Both direct-hire and temporary placement significantly increased participants’ employment and earnings (relative to no job placement) over the quarter following program entry. Direct-hire placements continued to do so for two years after program entry. In contrast, the early positive effects of temporary agency job placements were short-lived. Two to eight quarters following their entry into the program, the employment and earnings of those initially placed in temporary agency positions showed no increase at all in employment or earnings, relative to those with no placement. And those in temp positions had significantly lower employment rates and labor earnings than those in direct-hire jobs.

To examine whether temporary agency placements helped participants leave welfare and escape poverty, Autor and Houseman used several measures. First, they determined the proportion of participants who left Work First because they had obtained a job that paid enough to close their TANF cases. This is the immediate and explicit goal of the Work First program, so that a case closed because of earnings is considered to be an indicator of the success of the program. Overall, about 18 percent of Work First spells in the sample ended because of earnings. About 38 percent of participants with a direct-hire job and 33 percent of those with a temporary agency job achieved earnings levels sufficient to close their TANF cases during their Work First spell. Using the
quasi-random-assignment design, the authors find that direct-hire job placements significantly increased the probability of a successful case closure based on earnings, but temporary agency employment did not.9

The case-closure measure was important to contractors because they were evaluated by it, but from a broader policy perspective it is potentially flawed. Participants who do not find a job while in the program may find employment on their own and leave welfare, but are not counted as “successes” by this measure. And individuals who are terminated because of earnings might lose the job and be back on welfare and in Work First in a relatively short time. To overcome these difficulties, Autor and Houseman examined whether participants earned enough over a longer time to end their dependence on welfare and escape poverty. Because the data did not allow them to compute individual welfare and poverty thresholds for the sample, they selected several thresholds as measures of success. They used both welfare and poverty thresholds because the income threshold for welfare benefits is considerably below the poverty level for any given family size. In Michigan, earnings needed to cut welfare benefits for a family of three with two dependent children, for example, were $9,504 in 2003, only 64 percent of the poverty level.

Relatively few participants attained earnings even above the lowest threshold, as Table 1 shows. In the first four quarters after program entry, for example, just over 20 percent of those with either type of job earned above the welfare threshold for a family of three. In the first year after they entered the program, around 5 percent of those working earned above the poverty threshold for a family of four with three dependent children.

Regression analyses which took advantage of the agency variation in placement rates to identify the effect of temporary employment showed different short- and medium-term effects. They indicated that in the near term (the first quarter after program entry), both direct-hire and temporary employment significantly raised the probability that participants’ earnings would exceed the welfare or poverty thresholds. The picture was distinctly different when the time horizon was extended. Direct-hire jobs significantly increased the probability that earnings would exceed the income level necessary for a family of three or four to remain off welfare for the two years after entry. For example, the earnings of a woman placed in a direct-hire job were more likely to exceed the welfare threshold for a family of four by 5.9 percentage points in the first year and by 10.8 percentage points in the second year. In contrast, temporary agency placements did not appear to help participants stay off welfare. The effects of such placements on the probability of earning above the welfare threshold were insignificant and even negative (though very small).

For the higher poverty thresholds, neither temporary agency nor direct-hire placements helped participants escape poverty over the one-to-two-year period following their entry into the program. And relative to direct-hire placement and even to no placement at all, the effects of temporary agency placement on the probability that participants earned above the poverty threshold for a family of four in the year after entry were significantly negative, though again small.

**Should employment programs use temporary agency placement?**

These analyses found no evidence that suggests that employment programs would gain by increasing the use of temporary employment agencies as labor market intermediaries for low-skilled workers. Although such agencies

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welfare Threshold, Family of 3</th>
<th>Poverty Threshold, Family of 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No job 6.7 %</td>
<td>No job 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct-hire job 21.3 %</td>
<td>Direct-hire job 22.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp job 21.1 %</td>
<td>Temp job 21.3 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Panels labeled Quarter 1 and Quarters 1–4 include Work First participants entering from the third quarter of 1999 through the second quarter of 2003. Participants in the last panel (Quarters 5–8) entered from the third quarter of 1999 through the second quarter of 2002.
did raise the probability that Work First participants earned above the welfare and poverty thresholds over very short time horizons, these effects quickly dissipated. Over one to two years, temporary agency placements did not increase the chances that participants would earn enough to leave welfare and escape poverty, and by some measures they even reduced these chances. Raising the number of direct-hire placements is likely to be a more effective means for job assistance programs to reduce welfare dependency over the short and the long term.

These results do not imply that temporary agency jobs never improve long-term outcomes for participants. Certainly such cases occur on a regular basis. What the Autor and Houseman analysis shows, however, is that, on average, the benefits of temporary help job placements induced by job assistance programs are nil. Thus, the Autor and Houseman analysis directly addresses the germane policy question “Can job assistance programs improve labor market outcomes for participants by placing more clients in temporary agency positions?” Their analysis suggests the answer is generally “No.”

Why should this be the case? The analysis suggests some plausible explanations. Contractors reported that temporary help jobs were more plentiful than direct-hire jobs, particularly for those with weak skills and experience, but generally did not lead to permanent positions. According to contractors, some temporary agency jobs could provide useful entreés into permanent placements with good employers. But these temp-to-hire jobs generally required skills and experience that their clients typically did not possess. The researchers’ estimates indicate that temporary agency placements subsequently resulted in increased earnings in the temporary help sector but reduced earnings in direct-hire jobs. This implies that many of the participants who obtained temporary help jobs through job assistance programs would have been likely to obtain direct-hire work on their own (perhaps after a longer period of job search). The analysis also finds some evidence that participants placed in temporary agency jobs are more likely than other participants to continue working in the temporary help sector and more vulnerable to frequent spells of non-employment and shorter periods of work. Indeed, participants placed in temporary help jobs during the first Work First spell were significantly more likely to be back on welfare within two years than were participants placed in direct-hire jobs.

Some of the contractors interviewed held the view that a certain segment of the temporary agency market accommodated individuals with very weak skills, experience, and motivation to work by providing them with jobs that required few skills and no long-term commitment. Yet these are precisely the qualities that tend to keep such individuals in poverty. It is plausible that job placements that might help individuals overcome rather than accom-modate these barriers will be more beneficial in the long run. And to that end, an incentive structure for contractors that stresses longer-term outcomes might reduce welfare dependence and poverty levels by easing the pressures on program providers to move participants quickly into any job available, whether or not these jobs are likely to offer longer-term benefits to participants.


6The median Work First spell in our sample was slightly under 3 months, and 96 percent of participants were terminated from the program in less than a year.

7Many participants engaged in more than one Work First spell—36 percent of the sample reentered Work First within a year of their first entry and over half were back within two years.

8We estimated both OLS and two-stage least squares models; the latter permit a causal interpretation.

9Our two-stage least squares models indicate that direct-hire placement significantly increased (by nearly 25 percent) the probability that a participant would reach this earnings level. Temporary agency employment, although still positive (11.5 percent), is insignificant.
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